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The future of the euro: Rejoinder
to Schwartz

Benjamin J. Cohen
Department of Political Science, University of California at Santa Barbara,

Santa Barbara, CA, USA

I am indebted to my friend Herman Schwartz for his piquant commentary
on my thoughts about the future of the euro. His main argument, he says,
is that ‘the early United States yields few useful positive lessons for the
European Union’ – an observation with which, as it happens, I actually
agree. The early United States did not instantly create a transfer union;
Herman is right that it took more than a century for the American model
to develop. Indeed, I said as much in my own remarks. My point was
not that America’s transfer union sprang full-blown from the forehead of
Alexander Hamilton; his early reforms simply laid the foundation. Rather,
my point was that Europe doesn’t have to wait 150 years to profit from the
precedent offered by the United States.

I have no quarrel with any of Herman’s detailed historical account.
Indeed, I yield to no one in my respect for his deep knowledge of American
economic history. It’s just a shame that much of what he has to say is
rather beside the point. My attempt at historical analogy, admittedly highly
stylized, was limited to but one paragraph. All the rest of my remarks
were about the present and future, not the past, and about Europe, not
the United States. My plea to ‘get real’ contends that the euro will neither
succeed nor fail. It will simply endure. On this central thesis Herman has
relatively little to say, other than to assert that muddling through is not
an option.

Regrettably, Herman offers little persuasive argument to back his as-
sertion. Yes, there are fundamental interests at stake that exist at multiple
levels, creating centrifugal pressures. That is precisely why I maintain
that the euro will never fully succeed. And yes, the 1930s provide a salu-
tary warning to Europe’s elites, which is why I also maintain that the
currency union will never truly fail. Memories of the past generate a cen-
tripetal force to hang together. The aim of my analysis was ‘positive’, in the
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sense of trying to say something objectively predictive about the future.
Herman’s conclusion, by contrast, ultimately turns out be normative,
telling us not what is most likely but rather what is most needed. As it
happens, I agree with Herman’s policy recommendations as well. Europe
does need reflation, not deflation. But saying it won’t make it so.
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